Clustering siRNA conjugates for MMP-responsive therapeutics in chronic wounds of diabetic animals.
The MMP-responsive breakdown of siRNA clusters was translated to site-specific gene transfection and enhanced wound healing in diabetic ulcers. MMP-2 siRNA was chemically tethered to the end of multi-armed PEG via MMP-cleavable linkers (4PEG-siRNA) and subsequently clustered into submicron particles complexed with LPEI. 4PEG-siRNA was more tightly complexed with LPEI and the associated cluster showed higher resistance against RNase attack, in comparison to naked siRNA. Because the size of the clusters increased depending on the increase in charge ratio of LPEI to siRNA, cellular uptake of the 4PEG-siRNA/LPEI cluster was significantly attenuated due to the huge size of the cluster. However, upon MMP treatment, the cluster dissociated into smaller particles and was efficiently endocytosed by cells. An in vivo fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) study also revealed that the clusters were effectively dissociated in MMP-rich environments of dorsal wounds in diabetic animals. In addition, diabetic ulcers treated with the clusters showed a faster wound closure rate and the recovered tissue expressed a larger amount of cytokeratin along with a lower expression level of MMP-2 compared to the other groups.